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          “Monster Rancher 4”
Fact Sheet

What: Monster Rancher® 4

Publisher: Tecmo

Developer: Tecmo

Format: DVD for the PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system

Availability: Holiday Season 2003

Product 
Overview: Your favorite digital pet monsters are back in a whole new adventure with Monster Rancher 4. 

This time breeding and training your monsters is just the beginning, as you train multiple 
monsters that will lead you on an adventure of a lifetime! Let your pet monsters be your guides as
you embark on journeys to distant lands where you will unlock new characters and fight big 
bosses with the help from your team of monsters! Monster Rancher 4 is no longer a training 
ground, this is the fight you and your monsters have been waiting for!

Features: New Action/Adventure Element.  Once the player has gone through the steps of breeding and 
training their monsters to fight, the player and their monsters will set off on a role playing 
adventure to unknown lands.

Multiple Breeding and Training Program.  Unlike previous versions, you can breed and train 
multiple monsters simultaneously, adding depth and dimension to the game and to your 
adventure.

Full Customization of Training Facility.  Features full customization of the player’s training 
facilities with a variety of training equipment to select from. The more efficiently the player plans
out their training facilities the better they will be able to train their new monsters.

CD/DVD Swapping Feature.  Making its comeback in MR4 is the CD/DVD swapping feature 
where the player can unlock a variety of monsters just by popping in their favorite CDs and 
DVDs.

A Variety Of Other New Features. The new game also features a variety of secret adventures, 
tons of unlockable monsters and levels, and an evolved battle feature.

Developer  
Information:    Tecmo, Inc. (http://www.tecmoinc.com/) is well known for its hit

Series DeadorAlive®.  The most recent version, Dead or Alive® Xtreme Beach Volleyball is

http://www.tecmoinc.com/
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available on Xbox.  Other notable classics include the million-selling series Ninja Gaiden® and 
Tecmo Bowl®.  Tecmo also publishes the hit series Monster Rancher® and Gallop Racer®.
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